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Neutron star mergers (NSMs) are one of the astrophysical sites for the

occurrence of the rapid neutron capture process (r-process). After a merger,

the ejected neutron-rich matter hosts the production of radioactive heavy

nuclei located far from the stability valley. Their nuclear physics properties are

key inputs for r-process nucleosynthesis calculations. Here, we focus on the

importance of neutron-capture rates and perform a sensitivity study for typical

outflows from NSMs. We identify the rates with the highest impact on the final

r-process abundance pattern and the nuclear energy release, therefore

determining the nucleosynthesis in NSMs. A list of major n-capture rates

affecting individual isotopes and elements production is also provided.
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1 Introduction

Elements heavier than iron are mainly synthesized, to a nearly equal proportion,

through the slow neutron capture process (s-process) (Käppeler et al., 2011) and the rapid

neutron capture process (r-process) (Cowan et al., 2021). One of the most challenging

problems in current nuclear physics and astrophysics is identifying the astrophysical

r-process sites. The production of r-process nuclei requires very high neutron densities

(nn > 1020 cm−3) and temperatures (T > 109 K). Therefore, the most obvious candidates are

explosive events involving either the collapse of single massive stars or the merger of

compact remnants such as binary neutron star (BNS) or black hole (BH)-neutron star

(BHNS) systems.

In compact binary merger (CBM) systems, energy is released through the emission of

gravitational waves. As a consequence, the loss of energy gradually makes the binary orbit

to shrink, and the inspiral of the two compact objects ends with their merger. Numerical

simulations show that, during the last phase of the coalescence, the matter is dynamically

ejected on timescales of milliseconds into two components: a cold and very neutron-rich

(electron fraction Ye ~ 0.1) tidal ejecta mainly distributed on the orbital plane (equatorial

angles) and a more isotropic shock-heated ejecta originating from the contact interface

between the two objects. The former can be observed both in BNS and BHNS systems and
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is constituted by material from the tidal disruption of the neutron

star. The latter is typically associated with a BNS system. In this

case, the dynamical ejecta, especially at high latitudes (polar

angles), is subject to pair processes and neutrino irradiation from

the central remnant, which increase Ye up to ~ 0.4 [see Radice

et al. (2020), for a review]. From the merger, either a prompt

formation of a BH or of a massive neutron star (MNS), which

survives for a short time before collapsing in turn into a BH, can

occur. Around the merger remnant, an accretion disk is formed,

from which material can be ejected again in the form of wind.

The main ejection mechanisms of the disk are the deposition of

neutrinos emitted from the surface of the central body, viscous

friction, and α-recombination. The neutrino-driven wind is

ejected mainly in the polar direction and is moderately

neutron-rich (Ye ≳ 0.25) (Perego et al., 2014). The viscous-

driven wind is launched in the equatorial direction and

contains up to 40% of the disk mass with a Ye distribution in

the range 0.1–0.4, depending on the lifetime of the MNS

(Lippuner et al., 2017; Fujibayashi et al., 2018). This ejecta is

thought to constitute the bulk of the outflow (Radice et al., 2020).

Additional fast disk winds may also be driven by magnetic

processes (magnetically-driven wind) (Metzger et al., 2018;

Ciolfi and Kalinani, 2020; Shibata et al., 2021) or spiral wave

triggered by m = 1 spiral modes in the long-lived MNS remnant

(spiral-wave wind) (Nedora et al., 2019, 2021) and are

characterized by electron fraction typically larger than ~ 0.25.

Short gamma-ray burst and kilonova emission are typical

electromagnetic signals associated with CBMs [see Metzger

(2019), for a review]. In BNS mergers, the neutron-rich

matter is ejected through various channels and, as it expands

into space, hosts the production of r-process nuclei, whose

radioactive decay heats the ejecta. The ensuing radiation

eventually emerges from the optically-thick ejecta and powers

an electromagnetic transient known as kilonova. The first

phenomenon of this kind to be observed was the

electromagnetic counterpart AT2017gfo (Arcavi et al., 2017;

Coulter et al., 2017; Drout et al., 2017; Evans et al., 2017;

Kasliwal et al., 2017; Nicholl et al., 2017; Pian et al., 2017;

Smartt et al., 2017; Soares-Santos et al., 2017; Tanvir et al.,

2017) of the gravitational wave detection GW170817 of a BNS

merger (Abbott et al., 2017a,b). The fair agreement of the

luminosity and bolometric light curve evolution of AT2017gfo

to kilonova models considering the heating rate and opacity

expected from freshly synthesized r-process elements (Kasen

et al., 2017; Perego et al., 2017; Villar et al., 2017; Tanaka

et al., 2017; Wollaeger et al., 2018; Watson et al., 2019;

Gillanders et al., 2022), provided the first direct indication

that the r-process elements are actually produced in neutron

star mergers (NSMs).

During the r-process nucleosynthesis in NSM ejecta, the

attained neutron fluxes are so high to cause unstable neutron-

rich nuclei, located along the dripline, to be rapidly

synthesized, possibly also populating the region in which

nuclear fission is extremely efficient. The early r-process is

characterized by (n, γ) % (γ, n) equilibrium, with neutron

capture on heavy nuclei proceeding much faster than β-decay
(Arcones and Martínez-Pinedo, 2011). During this early

phase, the isotope abundances depend on the temperature,

the neutron abundance, and the neutron separation energies.

The latter is determined by nuclear masses, and so by the

nuclear-mass model considered for these unstable heavy

nuclei (Sprouse et al., 2020). At some point, however, the

availability of free neutrons is drastically reduced and a freeze-

out occurs. This happens when the neutron-to-seed ratio,

namely the neutrons captured per seed nucleus, drops

below unity. After freeze-out, the equilibrium is no longer

maintained and competition between neutron captures,

photodissociations, β-decay, and β-delayed neutron

emission arises. The interplay between them shapes the

final abundance distribution of heavy elements, and the

nuclear heating rate powering the possible electromagnetic

transients associated with the r-process astrophysical

scenarios.

Within this framework, knowing the nuclear properties of

neutron-rich unstable nuclei, such as nuclear masses, β-decay
rates, neutron-capture rates, and fission fragment distributions

[see, e.g., Mumpower et al. (2016), Kullmann et al. (2022)], is

crucial for r-process nucleosynthesis calculations. Unfortunately,

for most of these nuclei, they are poorly known, and we have to

rely on theoretical models, whose predictions can largely vary,

depending on the assumptions made (Horowitz et al., 2019). This

is particularly true for neutron-capture rates, whose direct

experimental measurements are currently unfeasible. The half-

life limit for direct measurements using current facilities is

typically a few years (Couture and Reifarth, 2007; Reifarth

et al., 2018). Capture cross sections of isotopes with shorter

half-lives can only be investigated indirectly (Reifarth et al., 2014)

or have to be based on theoretical estimates.

In this respect, next-generation neutron facilities might make

the production and the study of many exotic nuclei accessible,

thus providing key nuclear information of interest for r-process

studies (Reifarth and Litvinov, 2014; Reifarth et al., 2017).

As a matter of fact, the theoretical rates determined using the

Hauser–Feshbach (HF) statistical model (Hauser and Feshbach,

1952) are very often the sole option. However, variations by over

two to three orders of magnitudes are predicted, depending on

the different choices for nuclear structure properties, optical

potentials, level densities, and γ-ray strengths of nuclei located

far from the beta stability valley [see, e.g., Arnould et al. (2007)].

Sensitivity studies aiming at determining the impact of

nuclear physics uncertainties on abundance predictions for

astrophysical model conditions suitable to produce the weak

and the main r-process components were performed in the past

[e.g., Surman et al. (2009); Mumpower et al. (2012); Surman et al.

(2014); Mumpower et al. (2016)]. More recently, uncertainties

arising from different adopted mass models, spontaneous fission
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rates, and fission fragment distribution on the radioactive heating

and kilonova emissions by mass outflows from NSMs have been

investigated as well (Zhu et al., 2021; Barnes et al., 2021).

Here, we focus on neutron-capture rates and explore the impact

of their variation for a range of initial astrophysical conditions

typical of NSM ejecta. In particular, we study r-process

nucleosynthesis in material that is either dynamically ejected

during the merger of BNS [see also Mumpower et al. (2016),

and references therein] or after the merger in the form of wind

outflows over longer timescales. For the set of astrophysical

trajectories considered, we perform a sensitivity study by

changing single n-capture rates. We identify the nuclides that

mostly affect the r-process abundance pattern and produce the

larger variations in the total energy released by the decay of r-process

elements. Finally, the inventory of isotopes and elements with the

highest sensitivity to single n-capture rate changes is presented.

2 Methods

We make use of the freely available nuclear network code

SkyNet (Lippuner and Roberts, 2017), which includes more

than 7,000 isotopes up to Cn. We adopt the same setup used in

Perego et al. (2022), except for the strong and weak nuclear

reactions, for which we employ the latest default version of the

JINA REACLIB library (from 06/20/2021).

We have performed r-process calculations for a NSM

scenario. In particular, five parameterized fluid trajectories are

considered, representative of the conditions in initial electron

fraction (Ye
1), initial entropy (s), and expansion timescale (τ),

within the material from the dynamical ejecta (both at polar and

equatorial angles (Radice et al., 2018; Bernuzzi et al., 2020; Perego

et al., 2022), the spiral-wave wind ejecta (Nedora et al., 2019,

2021), the neutrino-driven wind ejecta (Perego et al., 2014;

Martin et al., 2015), and the viscosity-driven wind ejecta

(Fernández and Metzger, 2013; Just et al., 2015; Wu et al.,

2016). Specifically, we adopted the following (Ye, s [kB
baryon−1], τ [ms]) combinations:

• (0.05, 8, and 10) for the dynamical ejecta at equatorial

latitudes

• (0.35, 30, and10) for the dynamical ejecta at polar latitudes

• (0.30, 20, and 10) for the spiral-wave wind ejecta

• (0.35, 15, and 30) for the ν-driven disk wind ejecta

• (0.25, 20, and 80) for the viscous ejecta

In the following, we will refer to these models as DynEq,

DynPo, SpiWW, DisWN, and DisWV, respectively. All the

trajectories are initialized in nuclear statistical equilibrium

(NSE) conditions at T0 = 6 GK. The initial density is

accordingly determined from solving for NSE at the given Ye

and s. The subsequent evolution is then set to follow an initially

exponentially decreasing profile with time (ρ ∝ e−t/τ), smoothly

switching to a homologous expansion (ρ ∝ t−3) at t = 3τ

(Lippuner and Roberts, 2015; Perego et al., 2022). The

temperature is evolved accounting for the heating from

nuclear reactions [e.g., Freiburghaus et al. (1999)]. To obtain

the final abundances, the nuclear reaction network is evolved up

to 10 Myr. Figure 1 shows the final abundance pattern obtained

for the chosen astrophysical trajectories. Their comparison with

the solar r-process residuals shows that the ensemble of

trajectories is able to approximately reproduce all the data

range up to the heaviest nuclei. Specifically, the DynEq ejecta

produces a full r-process pattern, inclusive of the second and

third r-process peak elements, whose relative abundances are

close to solar ones. Actinides are significantly produced as well.

DynPo, SpiWW, and DisWN ejecta do instead lead to a weak

r-process, being only the light r-process elements to be

synthesized. The DisWV case extends up to the second

r-process peak but does not produce lanthanides. These

simulations served as a baseline for the sensitivity study. The

latter was performed by first varying a single neutron-capture

rate and then recomputing a new simulation, whose predictions

for the final abundance patterns were compared with the baseline

ones. (n, γ) rates were individually changed by either multiplying

or dividing by a constant factor. Since current theoretical

compilations of neutron-capture rates are discrepant by two

to three orders of magnitudes, a representative factor of

100 was considered [see Mumpower et al. (2016), and

references therein]. The sensitivity study calculations were

restricted to those rates whose target nuclei reach an

abundance of at least Y = 10–10 at any time step of the

baseline simulation and have a half-life larger than 1 s,

according to the evaluated data of NUBASE 2020 (Kondev

et al., 2021). We further restrict the selection on those

isotopes with a charge number Z ≥ 20, since the lighter nuclei

are scarcely synthesized, except hydrogen and helium, whose

production is not influenced by neutron-capture rates (Perego

et al., 2022). This procedure allows us to focus on those rates that

may have the greatest impact on the final r-process abundance

pattern and have a good chance to be measured by future

experiments and, at the same time, avoid performing a

massive number of simulations. The number of changed

neutron-capture rates varies from ~ 300 for the ν-driven disk

wind ejecta trajectory up to more than 800 for the case of

equatorial dynamical ejecta trajectory.

3 Results and discussion

In Figures 2, 3, we show the results of the study for all the

considered outflows from NSM. The bands represent the
1 The electron fraction is defined as the ratio between net density of

electrons and the total baryon number density.
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FIGURE 1
Final abundances Y(A) versus mass number A for the five parameterized baseline astrophysical trajectories representative of the different NSM
ejecta channels described in the text: matter dynamically ejected during the merger at equatorial (DynEq) and polar (DynPo) angles (blue and cyan
lines, respectively), and winds expelled after the merger due to the propagation of spiral arms in the NS remnant (SpiWW; green line), neutrino
irradiation (DisWN; orange line), and viscous processes (DisWV; red line). The scaled solar r-residuals, obtained by multiplying the solar system
abundances of Lodders (2021) by the r-fractions from Prantzos et al. (2020), are shown for comparison.

FIGURE 2
Upper panels: Variance in the isotopic abundance patterns (shaded bands), corresponding to the sensitivity studies for the different chosen
trajectories. Lower panels: Ratio of final abundances with respect to the baseline. Color code as shown in Figure 1.
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variance in the final abundances from changing individual

(n, γ) rates of a factor of 100. The importance of neutron captures

is clearly demonstrated as they produce significant variations, up

to one order of magnitude, in the overall abundance pattern. For

each trajectory, n-capture rates become important at the freeze-

out, when β-decays take over and the r-process path moves

toward stability (Surman et al., 1997). This happens later in

time in the more neutron-rich ejecta due to the higher-attained

neutron-to-seed ratio. During this phase, the final r-process

abundance pattern is affected by both an early-freeze-out

photodissociation effect and a late-freeze-out neutron

capture effect (Surman et al., 2009). If the temperatures are

sufficiently high, the photodissociation of abundant nuclei,

populated through neutron capture, can still be efficient and

the r-process path can move back to lower mass numbers, so

making available further neutrons to be captured and

modifying the nucleosynthesis path. When instead, as the

temperature is decreasing, the r-process path shifts toward

stability, late-time neutron captures are effective and

compete with β-decays, possibly altering the neutron density

and the β-decay pathways of the most abundant nuclei,

especially of the closed-shell nuclei.

In turn, these effects also influence the radioactive

energy generation rate per unit mass, ϵ(t), from the various

decay channels: β-decay, α-decay, and spontaneous fission of

heavy nuclei (Li and Paczyński, 1998; Metzger et al., 2010;

Zhu et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Hotokezaka and Nakar,

2020).

Figure 4 shows the fluctuations induced by changing the

neutron-capture rates for the various trajectories in the heating

rate ϵ(t). The latter is well represented by a power law as a function

of the time, even if the actual shape depends on the ejecta

composition and therefore on the initial Ye (Lippuner and

Roberts, 2015; Wanajo, 2018). In general, noteworthy variations

are found for all the considered case studies and in particular for

the high-Ye ejecta ones. DynPo, SpiWW, and DisWN models do,

in fact, produce a considerable amount of nuclei only in the limited

range 50 ≲ A ≲ 90, where very few isotopes have half-lives of

10–100 days that may produce marked features in bolometric

kilonova lightcurves (Wu et al., 2019).

FIGURE 3
Same as shown in Figure 2 but for elemental abundances.
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FIGURE 4
Upper panels: Variance in the nuclear heating rate (shaded bands), corresponding to the sensitivity studies for the different chosen trajectories,
in the time window 0.1–100 days. Lower panels: Ratio of the heating rate with respect to the baseline. Color code as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 5
Combined results of all neutron-capture rate sensitivity studies performed. The shading represents the sensitivity measure FA. Only nuclei with
sensitivity values FA greater than 0.5 in at least one of considered astrophysical trajectories are shaded. Black squares denote stable nuclei.
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In the sensitivity study, for each new simulation, the impact

of changing an individual neutron-capture rate on the final

abundance pattern is quantified with a sensitivity measure, FA,

that is suited to estimate the global changes arising both from

large local variations and small variations along the abundance

pattern (Surman et al., 2009; Mumpower et al., 2016); it is defined

as follows:

FA � 100 ∑
A

X A( ) −Xb A( )| |, (1)

where X(A) = A · Y(A) are final mass fractions of the simulation

with the rate varied, and Xb(A) are the final mass fractions for the

baseline abundance pattern.

Given the fact that the r-process is associated with explosive

events, it is not possible to have the evidence of its in situ

nucleosynthesis with observations of stellar spectra, as instead

is the case of the s-process (Käppeler et al., 2011). As a

consequence, one usually looks at the solar system

abundances of heavy nuclei to get information about the

typical r-process abundance pattern. In particular, the

r-process contribution to the solar system neutron-capture

abundances is determined by subtracting the s-process

contribution [e.g., Prantzos et al. (2020)]. The residual

r-process pattern provides an extremely useful benchmark for

comparing abundance predictions of r-process simulations at an

TABLE 1 Top 30 nuclei withmaximumneutron-capture rate sensitivity
measure FA for the five NSM ejecta trajectories considered in this
study. For each specific nucleus, the relative FA value is the largest one
obtained in the full set of sensitivity studies and refers to the particular
type of ejecta listed.

Z A Element FA Ejecta

31 80 Ga 12.16 DisWN

24 57 Cr 11.13 DynPo

20 52 Ca 9.74 DisWN

50 130 Sn 9.06 DynEq

29 75 Cu 8.52 SpiWW

35 88 Br 8.08 DynPo

30 78 Zn 7.98 DisWV

23 54 V 7.74 DisWN

22 54 Ti 7.62 DisWN

74 197 W 7.51 DynEq

50 131 Sn 7.11 DynEq

30 75 Zn 6.12 SpiWW

28 69 Ni 5.68 SpiWW

24 56 Cr 5.60 DynPo

50 129 Sn 5.56 DisWV

34 88 Se 5.28 DynPo

26 63 Fe 5.25 DynPo

49 129 In 5.20 DisWV

31 78 Ga 5.11 DisWV

29 76 Cu 4.52 SpiWW

21 52 Sc 4.34 DisWN

29 74 Cu 4.30 SpiWW

50 128 Sn 4.12 DisWV

24 58 Cr 4.12 DynPo

31 79 Ga 4.08 DisWV

49 127 In 4.02 DisWV

32 81 Ge 3.81 DisWN

29 73 Cu 3.79 DisWN

28 71 Ni 3.70 SpiWW

26 62 Fe 3.69 DynPo

TABLE 2 Top 30 nuclei with maximum nuclear heating rate sensitivity
measure Dt (see text for details). The maximum value attained at
any time t = 0.1, 1, 10, 100 days is set in boldface. For each specific
nucleus, the relative Dt value is the largest one obtained in the full set
of sensitivity studies and refers to the particular type of ejecta
listed.

Z A Element D−1 D0 D+1 D+2 Ejecta

35 88 Br 12.53 8.98 24.79 67.83 DynPo

24 58 Cr 0.08 0.49 16.44 57.03 DisWN

24 59 Cr 0.21 0.58 13.17 44.23 DisWN

34 88 Se 8.81 5.24 14.60 41.40 DynPo

25 59 Mn 0.15 0.37 8.87 30.49 DisWN

25 58 Mn 0.05 0.20 7.57 26.14 DisWN

41 106 Nb 0.09 0.47 0.31 24.16 DisWV

28 71 Ni 0.46 7.98 23.90 0.04 SpiWW

37 94 Rb 0.10 0.07 0.94 21.50 DisWV

28 65 Ni 0.50 11.09 20.10 2.08 DynPo

26 65 Fe 1.04 10.20 19.57 1.90 DynPo

38 95 Sr 0.17 0.45 2.28 19.48 SpiWW

29 72 Cu 1.47 5.60 18.97 0.20 SpiWW

49 127 In 0.36 6.47 18.73 1.05 DisWV

26 59 Fe 0.00 0.23 5.06 17.11 DisWN

74 197 W 0.88 4.28 0.66 17.10 DynEq

50 127 Sn 0.26 5.80 15.41 1.10 DisWV

27 65 Co 0.50 8.27 15.36 1.75 DynPo

30 77 Zn 4.28 14.18 2.79 0.76 DisWN

30 78 Zn 14.08 0.76 1.07 0.69 DisWV

28 72 Ni 0.83 3.94 13.95 0.04 SpiWW

50 130 Sn 0.91 1.07 13.46 0.83 DisWV

50 131 Sn 5.41 9.47 13.41 1.93 DynEq

31 77 Ga 3.98 12.89 2.53 0.68 DisWN

49 126 In 1.93 1.82 12.86 0.96 DisWV

42 105 Mo 0.24 0.59 0.33 12.42 DisWV

29 71 Cu 0.35 3.68 11.93 0.17 SpiWW

29 76 Cu 2.76 11.83 2.14 0.19 SpiWW

35 90 Br 1.46 4.42 2.25 11.04 SpiWW

24 56 Cr 10.96 1.84 0.67 2.17 DisWN
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FIGURE 6
Nuclear heating rate sensitivity across the nuclear chart. For each nucleus, the shading represents the maximum sensitivity measureDt attained
at any time t = 0.1, 1, 10, 100 days.

TABLE 3 30 most sensitive elements with the relative maximum local sensitivity (Fmax
Z ) and the top three AX (n, γ) reactions with the strongest local

sensitivities (FZ) for the considered ejecta trajectory. For each element, the trajectorywas selected as the one predicting themaximum abundance
Ymax
b (Z) for the baseline simulation.

Z Element Fmax
Z

AX FZ AX FZ AX FZ Ymax
b (Z) Ejecta

39 Y 177.29 88Br 177.29 88Se 106.35 89Br 36.22 1.86e-04 DynPo

49 In 140.55 114Rh 107.53 114Pd 99.10 115Rh 92.42 3.33e-05 DisWV

69 Tm 134.40 168Tb 102.00 169Tb 65.22 168Gd 59.39 6.08e-06 DynEq

25 Mn 133.15 54V 113.65 54Ti 110.27 55Ti 35.05 3.77e-04 DisWN

27 Co 128.21 58Cr 89.84 59Cr 58.98 58Mn 43.58 2.27e-04 DynPo

71 Lu 119.45 174Ho 87.56 175Er 49.12 174Dy 46.23 6.12e-06 DynEq

67 Ho 102.26 164Eu 83.18 165Eu 55.94 165Gd 36.18 1.63e-05 DynEq

41 Nb 99.96 92Rb 77.88 92Kr 47.73 93Kr 45.61 1.41e-04 SpiWW

57 La 95.30 138I 95.30 138Te 41.41 139I 21.66 5.96e-05 DynEq

73 Ta 86.21 180Tm 59.38 181Tm 41.54 180Er 37.87 7.14e-06 DynEq

65 Tb 83.96 158Pm 60.36 159Pm 58.52 159Sm 44.47 5.44e-06 DynEq

75 Re 66.96 184Lu 49.33 184Yb 42.14 186Lu 41.73 2.21e-06 DynEq

45 Rh 65.59 103Zr 54.05 103Nb 46.08 103Mo 43.42 7.40e-05 SpiWW

37 Rb 44.22 84As 24.59 87Se 24.50 87Br 13.88 6.05e-04 DynPo

77 Ir 43.59 193W 33.80 192Ta 13.26 193Re 12.43 6.39e-06 DynEq

47 Ag 42.59 109Ru 34.62 108Tc 26.80 106Nb 24.51 1.30e-04 DisWV

33 As 42.31 75Cu 32.60 75Zn 22.25 74Cu 15.96 1.48e-03 SpiWW

58 Ce 41.80 138Te 41.80 139I 11.55 142Cs 11.16 7.17e-05 DynEq

30 Zn 40.07 69Ni 29.33 68Co 19.42 65Fe 17.89 1.09e-03 SpiWW

51 Sb 39.99 120Ag 33.71 121Cd 30.20 123Cd 17.57 2.96e-05 DisWV

63 Eu 39.21 152Pr 25.57 151Pr 19.40 150Pr 17.59 2.36e-05 DynEq

29 Cu 38.97 63Fe 29.43 65Fe 24.10 65Co 14.14 8.03e-04 SpiWW

28 Ni 37.78 63Fe 26.19 62Fe 17.49 59Cr 11.00 1.11e-03 DynPo

31 Ga 36.15 69Ni 27.58 71Ni 19.32 68Co 17.46 1.18e-03 SpiWW

59 Pr 35.37 138Te 26.43 141Xe 18.89 139I 14.53 2.66e-05 DynEq

23 V 31.79 52Ca 29.10 51Sc 9.48 50Ca 8.31 5.27e-05 DisWN

38 Sr 31.54 88Br 26.48 88Se 18.94 87Se 11.81 1.24e-03 DynPo

79 Au 30.96 197W 28.44 196W 7.37 197Os 3.70 5.18e-04 DynEq

55 Cs 30.56 132Sn 49.20 132Sb 24.46 133Sb 5.67 6.65e-05 DynEq

90 Th 30.26 232Fr 25.54 236Ac 11.95 231Rn 10.21 2.45e-05 DynEq
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isotopic level (see Figure 2). However, a growing number of

stellar abundance observations of very metal-poor stars showed

that the solar r-process pattern is not universal and that a star-to-

star scatter for elemental abundance distributions is present [e.g.,

Sneden et al. (2008); Cowan et al. (2021), and references therein].

The results of our study shown in Figure 3 demonstrate that

changes in neutron-capture rates have an impact on elemental

abundances as well. In order to quantify such uncertainties, a

second sensitivity measure is adopted, FZ, which is appropriate to

describe local changes to individual elements by single neutron-

capture rate variations, and it is defined as follows:

FZ � 100
Y Z( ) − Yb Z( )| |

Yb Z( ) . (2)

Analogously, to describe local changes to individual isotopes, we

define FZ,A as follows:

FZ,A � 100
Y Z,A( ) − Yb Z,A( )| |

Yb Z,A( ) . (3)

To describe the variations in the nuclear decay heating rate

ϵ(t) at a time t, we introduce another sensitivity measure, Dt,

which is defined as follows:

Dt � 100
ϵ t( ) − ϵb t( )| |

ϵb t( ) . (4)

The final sensitivity measures FA, FZ, FZ,A, and Dt are computed

as an average between the values obtained considering the case

where a single neutron-capture rate is increased and decreased by

a factor of 100.

TABLE 4 30 most sensitive isotopes with the relative maximum local sensitivity (Fmax
Z,A ) and the top three AX (n, γ) reactions with the strongest local

sensitivities (FZ,A) for the considered ejecta trajectory. For each isotope, the trajectory was selected as the one predicting the maximum
abundance Ymax

b (Z,A) for the baseline simulation.

Z A Element Fmax
Z,A

AX FZ,A AX FZ,A AX FZ,A Ymax
b (Z,A) Ejecta

80 201 Hg 181.92 200Ir 171.29 200Os 24.70 201Os 15.54 2.06e-06 DynEq

39 89 Y 177.29 88Br 177.29 88Se 106.35 89Br 36.22 1.86e-04 DynPo

50 122 Sn 145.15 121Cd 122.07 121In 38.58 122Cd 34.74 7.21e-06 DisWV

49 115 In 140.55 114Rh 107.53 114Pd 99.10 115Rh 92.42 3.33e-05 DisWV

75 187 Re 138.45 186Lu 111.44 187Lu 51.34 186Ta 47.35 8.28e-07 DynEq

69 169 Tm 134.40 168Tb 102.00 169Tb 65.22 168Gd 59.39 6.08e-06 DynEq

25 55 Mn 133.15 54V 113.65 54Ti 110.27 55Ti 35.05 3.77e-04 DisWN

28 64 Ni 131.61 63Fe 109.64 64Fe 45.75 63Co 32.43 2.58e-04 DynPo

26 58 Fe 130.02 57Cr 106.97 58Cr 43.75 58Mn 17.24 6.36e-04 DynPo

30 70 Zn 130.01 69Ni 95.19 70Ni 43.38 70Cu 24.47 3.36e-04 SpiWW

27 59 Co 128.21 58Cr 89.84 59Cr 58.98 58Mn 43.58 2.27e-04 DynPo

71 175 Lu 119.45 174Ho 87.56 175Er 49.12 174Dy 46.23 6.12e-06 DynEq

50 120 Sn 117.34 120Ag 117.34 119Cd 72.84 119Ag 34.59 1.05e-05 DisWV

50 118 Sn 115.88 117Pd 89.52 117Ag 60.00 118Ag 51.69 2.24e-05 DisWV

40 94 Zr 110.77 94Rb 110.77 93Rb 48.52 93Kr 33.38 7.98e-05 SpiWW

42 96 Mo 110.22 95Sr 75.73 96Y 50.93 96Sr 36.38 1.17e-04 SpiWW

75 185 Re 109.42 184Lu 78.88 184Yb 66.46 185Yb 39.70 1.38e-06 DynEq

46 108 Pd 106.84 108Tc 106.84 107Mo 46.12 107Tc 43.31 4.34e-05 DisWV

64 155 Gd 105.97 154Pr 81.89 155Nd 54.25 155Pr 50.45 9.20e-06 DynEq

40 91 Zr 105.79 90Br 86.51 91Kr 37.92 90Kr 21.04 1.34e-04 SpiWW

64 157 Gd 105.20 156Pm 74.56 157Pm 60.53 157Nd 46.81 4.52e-06 DynEq

67 165 Ho 102.26 164Eu 83.18 165Eu 55.94 165Gd 36.18 1.63e-05 DynEq

50 124 Sn 101.24 123Cd 64.60 124In 62.49 123In 53.62 6.37e-06 DisWV

41 93 Nb 99.96 92Rb 77.88 92Kr 47.73 93Kr 45.61 1.41e-04 SpiWW

40 93 Zr 99.89 92Rb 77.88 92Kr 47.74 93Kr 45.54 2.26e-06 SpiWW

50 119 Sn 99.51 118Ag 64.01 119Ag 53.60 119Cd 50.95 1.52e-05 DisWV

30 66 Zn 96.61 65Fe 84.34 65Ni 62.85 65Co 57.22 1.72e-04 SpiWW

46 106 Pd 96.44 106Nb 96.44 105Mo 52.57 105Nb 47.08 5.87e-05 DisWV

72 179 Hf 95.40 178Tm 64.18 179Er 51.23 178Er 40.31 7.34e-06 DynEq

57 139 La 95.30 138I 95.30 138Te 41.41 139I 21.66 5.96e-05 DynEq
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Figure 5 and Table 1 show the nuclei with the greatest

sensitivity FA obtained in the full set of studies. Regardless of the

different astrophysical trajectories considered, the nuclei having the

greatest influence on the r-process in NSM scenarios are those

located across the neutron closed-shell regions [see also Mumpower

et al. (2016), and references therein]. In particular, depending on the

considered shell, we can individuate different subsets. In the N = 50

region, neutron-rich isotopes of copper, zinc, gallium, selenium, and

bromine show the highest impact. Cadmium, indium, tin, and

tungsten isotopes are the most important in N = 82, 126 regions.

When considering trajectories with high electron fraction (Ye =

0.35), also neutron-rich isotopes in the vicinity of N = 28 zone, of

elements such as calcium, titanium, vanadium, and chromium,

affect r-process abundance distribution.

We note that these nuclei exhibit large effects on the r-process

nucleosynthesis in NSMs, as the five sets of astrophysical trajectories

considered for the studies are representative of a NSM scenario. In

principle, other nuclei may be important as well in other r-process

scenarios. Nonetheless, determination of these n-capture cross sections

should be of top priority in measurement campaigns at current and

future exotic RIB facilities, given thatNSMs are acknowledged to be an

r-process site, even if other sources might be needed to explain the

r-process enrichment in the Universe [e.g., Côté et al. (2019);

Skúladóttir et al. (2019); Van der Swaelmen et al. (2022)].

In Table 2, the nuclei with the greatest sensitivity Dt at

different considered times are listed. In particular, each Di refers

to a time equal to t = 10i days. So, for example, D0 is the sensitivity to a

specific neutron-capture rate for the radioactive heating rate at 1 day. It

is straightforward noticing that the effect of varying the neutron-

capture rates on the nuclear decay heating rate is somewhat milder,

being within a factor of ~ 5. Nonetheless, a few reaction rates produce

noticeable variations for high-Ye ejecta at relatively late times (t ≳ 10

days). This is due to the fact that the radioactive energy generation is

dominated by a few nuclei that can decay on timescales greater than

somedays andhave half-lives (t1/2) comparable to t (Wuet al., 2019).A

clear example is represented by 89Sr, which has a half-life of

50.563 days. Its production is sensitive to the amount of the parent

isobars, e.g., 89Br and 89Se, which in turn depend on the neutron-

capture reaction rate on 88Br and 88Se. Thus, a substantial change in

these rates alters the r-process path leading to the production of 89Sr

and consequently its β-decay contribution to the heating rate.

We note that nuclei with larger Dt measures are located just on

the right of N = 28 and N = 50 regions of the nuclear chart (see

Figure 6).

Depending on the production site, special isotopes or

elements can be of interest in nuclear astrophysics, e.g.,

because they can be measured in solar system material or

detected in stellar spectra. In this regard, it is useful also to

evaluate which of them are mostly affected by neutron-capture

rate variations and the rates responsible for that. The most

sensitive elements to n-capture rate variations are listed in

Table 3. The maximum local sensitivity, Fmax
Z , is computed as

follows

Fmax
Z � 100

Ymax Z( ) − Ymin Z( )∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣

Yb Z( ) , (5)

where Ymax(Z) is the abundance at the top of the uncertainty

band for atomic number Z, and Ymin(Z) is the one at the bottom

(see Figure 3). The top three rates that have the biggest effects on

individual elements are indicated as well. Similarly, the isotopes

whose abundance is most affected by the changes in the neutron-

capture rates are shown in Table 4. Their maximum local

sensitivity, Fmax
Z,A , are computed as in Equation 5 but

considering isotopic abundances Y(Z,A). Note that the

elements (isotopes) with FZ � Fmax
Z (FZ,A � Fmax

Z,A ) dominate

the uncertainty and completely determine the final abundance

of the specific element (isotope) under consideration.

4 Conclusions

The impact of neutron-capture rate uncertainties on the

r-process in neutron star mergers has been systematically studied

for five different astrophysical trajectories representative of various

ejecta channels from NSMs. We investigated the sensitivity of the

relative r-process abundance yields, focusing on the capture rates of

relatively long-lived nuclei. In accordance with prior studies

(Surman et al., 2009; Mumpower et al., 2012, 2016), we found

that the most significant n-capture rates are those involving nuclei

located in the vicinity of neutron-closed shellsN = 50, 82, 126, while

for high-Ye ejecta, isotopes in the N = 28 region considerably

influence the final abundance pattern as well.

Rate variations also affects the nuclear heating rate at timescales

relevant for the kilonova emission, especially at late times (t ≳ 10

days) and for high-Ye trajectories, where a few nuclei with a

comparable β-decay lifetimes contribute the most to the heating.

Finally, the most sensitive isotopes and elements to n-capture

rate changes were determined and listed, along with the rates that

largely influence their production. The results presented in this

study can be used as guidance to prioritize future experimental

campaigns for the determination of neutron-capture rate

reaction of interest for the r-process occurring in NSMs.
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